Coffee Drinking
Men Vs Women

A man drinks an average of 2.4 Cups a day

A woman drinks only 1.9 Cups a day

That's pretty Class.....

50.8% of men drink coffee compared to 32.8% of women

While men spend $21.32 per month

While women spend ONLY $13.78 per month

Coffee makes work lighter and life brighter

Have Another Cup!

Resources
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Coffee drinking

Men mostly prefer Espresso

Women mostly prefer Latte

That’s pretty close.......

OMG! Come on girls. Beat ‘em up!

Man spend $20 per day on coffee

Women drink coffee to relax

1.3% of men drink decaf coffee compared to 28% of women

Einstein’s already solved Energy = MiikCoffee

Of men dislike coffee due to its taste

Of women dislike coffee due to its taste

68% of men drink coffee at Starbucks

86.5% of men know about the effect of caffeine

84.8% of women know about the effect of caffeine

Here’s the hot spot to pick girls

Note - Please mention CoffeeMakerslist.com, when using this Infographics.
http://www.coffeemakerslist.com/